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MOTHERS AND FATHERS OF AUTISTIC CHILDREN:
An Exploratory Study of Family Stress and Coping

Ma. EmmaConcepcion D. Liwag
Ateneode Manila University

Thirteen mothers and 12 fathers participated in two phases ofa study that explored the stress and

coping experiences offamilies ofautistic children undergoing therapy. In the first phase. the parents
responded to a three-part questionnaire that assessedfamily and parental demographic characteristics.

In the second phase, a semi-projective test, the Sentence Completion Form (SCF), and in-depth

interviews elicited parents' emotional reactions towards the auiistic child and altitudes towards the
handicap. Only the SCF data is reported in this paper. Content analysis of the parents' completions

revealed that families were most stressed by the defects and disabilities associated with au/ism itself.
including lack of speech, hyperactivity, and tantrum behavior. A second SOUTce of stress is the

permanence ofthe child's condition and the anxiety that the child will never be normal. Two forms of
family coping were identified-i-instrumental adjustments so that the autistic child becomes the focal
point offamily life; and emotional acceptance of the child and the handicap. The stress and coping data

were hypothesized to resemble Farber's concept ofa "tragic crisis" typical ofhigh and middle SES
parents' response to a child's abnormality.
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Ithasbeensaidthatnoparentiseverprepared
tobecometheparentofa handicapped child.The
identification of a motherand father in that role
always comes as a painful surprise. In recent
years, considerable research attention has been
directed to the experiences of families with
childrenwhoarecongenitally disabled, mentally
retarded, handicapped, or chronically ill. Most
investigators have dealt with the immediate
psychological effects of the child on the fami
ly-the emotional impactofand thereactions of
parents to the diagnosis, and their perceptions
and attitudes towards the child's abnormality.
Wolfcnsberger (1967), Meadow and Meadow
(1971), and Sarason and Doris (1979) provide
excellentreviews ofempirical studies thatdepict
analmostinfinitevariety ofparental reactions to
a child's disability-ranging from alarm, am
bivalence, anger,anxiety, bitterness, confusion,
denial,embarassment, grief,guilt,helplessness,
pain, self-pity, shock,and sorrow.

The present study is inspired by the re
searcher's clinicalworkwitha specialgroupof
handicapped children and their families-all
victims of one of childhood's most cruel dis
eases, early infantile autism. This bewildering
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clinical syndrome was first described by the
childpsychiatrist LeoKannerin 1943. Basedon
theaccumulated casestudies of 11 uniqueyoung
patients who displayed extreme detachment
from all human relationships, Kanner recog
nized this autism (literally' 'self-ism' ') 01' total
self-centercdness as thefundamental pathogenic
condition in their illness. In addition, autistic
children suffer from multiple sensory and! per
ceptual handicaps, developmental delays,cogni
tive deficits, and severe language disabilities
(NSAC, 1984). In his earlier writings, Kanner
implicated certainparental characteristics (emo

tional frigidi ty, over-intellectuality, and
mechanical child-rearing styles)as theprobable
causesof the autistic reaction in children(tan
ner & Lesser, 1958). Since then, the family
literature on autism has focused on parental
•'pathology" as psychoanalytically-oriented re
searchers (Bettelheim, 1967) argued for this
parental causation hypothesis against their
medical colleagues whopreferred a neurological
explanation for autistic behavior (Omitz &
Ritvo, 1976). Consequently, very littlemention
was made of parents in the context of their
feelings and reactions, and the impact of the
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child's autism on them.

It was only in the mid-60's that a trickle of
papers began to reflect the increasing concern
for the difficulties, frustrations, and human
needs of families with autistic children. It be
came evident then that the confusing and
paradoxical clinical features of early infantile
autism (normal appearance, intellectual retarda
tion or giftedness, behavioral peculiarities, emo
tional disturbance, and presence or absence of
neurological damage) add a different coloring to
the distressing experiences of these families.
Some researchers felt that earlier findings imply
ing disturbed family functioning, deviant child
rearing styles and unusual parental traits in
autistics' families may be reinterpreted as ex
pressions of familial stresses that arise from
living with an autistic child (Creak & Ini, 1960;
Wolff & Morris, 1971; Holroyd & McArthur,
1976).

It is the objective of this present exploratory
study to look into early infantile autism, not with
the end goal of seeking support for any a priori
hypothesis of causation. Instead, the researcher
believes that a more balanced and clinically
meaningful strategy of studying families of
autistic children is to understand the depth and
complexity of the stresses they undergo; and
examine their coping patterns and styles of adap
tation. This viewpoint will focus on healthy as
well as pathological aspects of family response
to the autistic child, the resourcefulness as well
as the inadequacies. It will also be a humanizing
process, since regardless of whether they are
primary or secondary causes, troubled families
share certain qualities and suffer in personal,
tangible ways. Attending to these factors creates
a research (and therapeutic) atmosphere of em
pathy and support, rather than one of judgment
and blame.

Relative. to this, the literature on coping and
adaptation covers a broad spectrum of human
experiences (Hill, 1971). Considering families
of autistic children in this light allows for sig
nificant parallels as the capacity of individuals
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and families toendure and struggle with chroni
cally stressful situations is examined.

Thus, this research sought to study in-depth
the families of Filipino autistic children to ex
plore the following questions:

1. What stresses associated with the'autistic
child are experienced by these families?

2. What coping patterns are utilized by these
families in living with their autistic child?

3. How are these stresses 'and coping pat
terns differentially experienced by the
mothers and fathers of autistic children?

The decision to study the family as a unit is
congruent with a family systems view that em
phasizes the interactive character of family
stress. Whatever stress is felt by one member of
the family resonates through the system and is
felt by all members in some way (Andolfi,
1979).

Method

The present research was mainly exploratory,
and clinical-descriptive, in ~ature. Since it in
tended to investigate the range and detail of the
experience of families related to stress and
coping with an autistic child, it confined itself to
the intensive study of a small number offamilies.
Hence, the research design employed a multiple
case study approach wherein 13 families of
autistic children were studied with a variety of
clinical methods. A projective questionnaire
procedure and semi-structured interviews
elicited rich quantitative and qualitative data on
family demographic characteristics, parental at
tributes, and familial stress and coping. How
ever, no attempt was made to quantify either the
intensity of the stresses or the effectivity of
coping of the family members studied. Instead,
every effort was made to stay close to the true,
lived experiences of these families.

TheSample of Families

Purposive sampling was utilized to select the
families for inclusion in this research. The
families of the 13 autistic children were drawn
from two sources-from a private clinic in
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Metro Manila where autistic children are
referred for assessment and psychotherapy; and
fromeightspecialschoolsin the metropolis that
offer remedial, special, or mainstreamed
programsfor autisticchildren.

Familieswererecruited for thestudythathad
at least one child who had been independently
diagnosed asautisticorautistic-like according to

current DSM-III criteria (DSM-JII, 1980). To
furtherensurea homogeneous sampleof autistic
children, a minimum clinical criteria was ap
plied to judge the inclusion of a particularfami
ly.Their indexchildmusthaveexhibited at least
the following three symptomatic behavior(rep
resentative of the cardinal symptoms of early
infantile autism) in the course of his or her
autisticdisorder:

1. Lackof eye contact
2 Delayedspeech,mutism, or echolalia
3. Ritualistic, compulsive, and peculiarplay

withobjects.

Procedure
In thefirstphaseof thestudy,13mothers and

12 fathers of autistic children responded to a
three-part questionnaire that assessed family
demographic characteristics and parental at
tributes including such variables as educational
background, occupation, andmarital adjustment
(measured byFarber's Indexof Marital Integra
tion).Theresulting detaileddescription of the13
autistics' families in relation to twocomparison
groups (10 families of normal, non-autistic
children and six families of congenitally brain
damaged children) has been reported elsewhere
(Liwag, 1987) and will not be elaborated on in
this paper.

The secondphaseof the studycombined the
findings from a semi-projective test, the Sen
tenceCompletion Form,andin-depth interviews
with family members to presentan intimate pic
tureof howthesefamilies haveexperienced life
withan autisticchild.Only theSCFdata willbe
reported in this paper.

r .1;lippine Journal of Psychology

The Sentence Completion Form

This instrument was a sentence completion
test modified from Thurston (1960) and ad
ministered separately to mothersand fathersof
the 13 autistic children. The original Thurston
Sentence Completion Form (TSCF) was
developed to assessparental reactionsto institu
tionalized cerebralpalsiedchildren. It consisted
of45sentencestemsdividedintosevenreaction
al and attitudinal areas.

In adapting the TSCF for the present study,
all the itemsdealingwithattitudesand reactions
specifically related to the problem of cerebral
palsy were omitted. Fourteen such items were
dropped from the original form. Instead, nine
new sentence stems were written in their place
to reflect the present research concern-family
stressandcopingwithan autistic child. Further
more, the term "handicapped child" in the
original test was replaced by the less anxiety
arousing term "special child" or simply
"child." When the items referred to autistic
children, in general, the term "autistic child"
was used.

The final sentence completion form ad
ministered consistedof 40 sentencestems. The
responses of the parents to the SCF were
analyzed by means of a contentanalysisof their
completions. Following Thurston's procedure,
the completions were carefully tabulated by
three judges and classified into significant at
titudinal areas.

The 25 respondents (13 mothers and 12
fathers) generated a totalof944 scorablerespon
ses (not including omissions). The threejudges,
scoring independently, achieved perfect agree
ment on 841 responses for an 89% interrater
reliability estimate. Theresponses underdispute
were then placed in the category in which two
out of the threejudges hadclassifiedthem.

Threeclinicalpsychology graduatestudents,
experienced inscoring and interpre'jng sentence
completion tests and other projective devices,
actedas judge-scorers.
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Tal)le2. How ParentsPresentlyFeellabout
TheirChild's Condition

(
Response Category MOthers Fathers Total

I am emotionally
upseVdepressedllonEr
Iy/guilty. 5 4 9 •I wishandprayhard that
my childwill be normal. 3 3 6

I thinkof my child's future. 3 3 6
I wonderwhy it happaned

to uSlWhat thepreCise
causeof the problemis. 6 2 8

I ampuzzledby my child's
behavior/development. 6 8 14

Others 4 1 5
No response 0 3 3
Total 27 24 51

Results

The 25 parents of autistic children who ex
pressed their concerns and reactions in the SCF
are young (mean age of mothers =35.80; mean
age offathers =36.48), well-educated, financial
ly stable, and occupy middle-level to executive
positions in their professions. Their families are
small (average number of children is 3), urban,
and nuclear. The autistic sons and daughters they
speak of range in age from 4- to 9-years old.

Emotional Concerns of Parents
Parents expressed a variety of reactions to the

initial pronouncement that their child was autis
tic. These reactions ranged all the way from the
violent dismay experienced by one mother who
felt "the world had crumbled" to the rational
statement of one father who "decided that we
should do everything to make her well." The
majority, however, were distressed emotionally
(Table 1). The predominant feelings were
depression and sadness for both parents. As one
father put it, "that was the saddest moment in
my life." Six mothers were stunned and un
believing, five felt very sorry for their child, and
three were, in the words of one of them, "guilty
and disturbed." These last three reactions of

Table 1. How ParentsInitially
React to the Diagnosis

Response Category Mothers Fathers Total
I wasemotionally

distressed. 2S 13 38
· .. depressed/sad 9 10 19
· .. angry/ frustrated 2 2 4
· .. guilty 3 0 3
· .. pity/sorryfor child S 0 S
· .. shockedlincredulousl

refusedtobelieve 6 1 7
I soughthelp Immediately. 3 6 9
I becameinterested in

autism. .: 2 2 4
Others 1 3 4
Total 31 . 24 SS

, '"

shock, pity, and guilt were rare' in the fathers,
who seemed more concerned about seeking im
mediate assistance from professionals, or know-
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ing, and reading more about autism.

Three or 4 years have. elapsed for most
parents since this initial diagnosis. How do
parents presently feel about their child's condi
tion? Nine of them are still emotionally upset at

, this time (Table 2). One mother replied that
whenever she thinks of her autistic child, "I
begin to cry." Mothers feel "lonely and wor
ried;" "sad and low," while one father said that
he had ••mixed feelings. " More than half of the
parents voiced their puzzlement at the child's
behavior, "sudden outburst of laughter with no
reason"; "Tfeel he likes very much to-talk but
cannot do it." Thrice as many mothers than
fathers wonder' 'how it happened or what the
causes are"; "why she is a child with autistic
like symptoms" or "why he became so."

In spite of the seemingly unsolvable question

"

of what causes autism, parents have their own
beliefs as to its origin in their own child (Table
3). An almost equal number of parents attributed
the disorder to either the events surrounding
pregnancy or delivery ("the depressing atmos
phere my wife experienced during her
pregnancy"; "my difficulty in giving birth to)or
to the child's earlytraumatic experiences ("sib
ling rivalry"; "a traumatic experience with an
ill-tempered temporary help"). One mother
blamed herself directly ("my negligence")
while a father believed that his son's autism
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resulted from "inborn characteristics whereby
nobody is to be blamed." Another father even
denied that his child was autistic, claiming that
the condition "is not really autism."

Table3. Parents'Beliefs--
W1lat Causedthe Child'sCondition?

Response Category Mothers Fathers Total

Mother's experiences during
pregnancy/delivery 5 2 7

Child's early traumatic
experiences 6 2 8

Physiological/genetic
explanations 1 1 2

I don't know 1 2 3
Others 0 2 2
No response 0 3 3
Total 13 12 25

Table4. WhatParents Find Hardestto
Acceptabout TheirChild'sCondition

Response Category Mothers Fathers Total

My child will never be nor-
mal/will always remain
autistic. 10 11 22

The defects, the symptoms
themselves (lack of
speech, tantrums, etc.). 17 8 25

My child will always be de-
pendenVcannot fend for
selflwill not recognize
danger. 4 8 12

What will happen to my
child if I am not around
anymore. 6 2 8

How can we ever cope with
child's special needs
(education, health,
expenses). 2 7 9

How others can accept my
child. 3 0 3

Why did it happen to us. 3 1 4
Others 4 4 8
No responses 3 6 9
Total 52 46 100

TheStresses

Of the stresses experienced by these parents,
the most difficult they have had to face and
accept differ for mothers and fathers (Table 4).
For the mothers, the defects and disabilities
associated with autism itself bothered them
most-"his tantrums"; "her hyperactivity";
"his speech"; "they behave irregularly in
public and cause people to stare"; "he won't be
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able to appreciate some of the things I enjoy like
having friends ...." For the fathers, the fear (hat
the child will never be normal is most prevalent;
"the fact that in spite of all the care, he is
autistic"; "he might never get well ever"; or
even worse, "my child's condition c~uld

deteriorate. "

Twice as many fathers as mothers are also
anxious that the child will always be dependent,
"the prospect that he will grow up not being able
to fend for himself," and that the family may not
be able to meet all the child's special require
ments, "fear itself that we cannot cope with A.
and his needs." Mothers, on the other hand,
worry to a great extent about what will happen
to their child if they are not around anymore, "if
I die ahead of him"; "when she gets old and I
will no longer be with her"; "who will take care
of him when I am gone?" Three mothers are still
unable to accept the fact that it happened to her
child. "Why my child?" is the plaintive cry of
one of them. Another father, however, stated
outright, "I got no fears, I have a strong feeling
that he will recover soon, with lots of love and
God."

Given that most parents are primarily stressed
by the child's handicaps and symptoms, which
among these do they perceive as the mostdif
ficult to overcome? Mothers and fathers.con
sistently pinpoint the area of communication as
the child's biggest obstacle (Table 5), followed
by interpersonal relations, and then the child's
experiences of frustrations when his or her needs
are not met or comprehended. Three fathers
perceived the siblings as a potent source of
problems for the autistic child, "when his
younger brother annoys him"; "when he is
fooled by his brother." In the "Others"
category, some parents mentioned specific items
of daily routine like "brushing teeth," "eating
with fork and spoon," and "irregular bowel
movements."

How Do ParentsCope

Faced with the child's handicaps and the
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Table5. Whatis Most Difficult and make it our special time together" or "be
for theAutistic Child? absent from my office to have more time with ~

Response Category Mothers Fathers Total her."
Speech/communication 10 9 19 Secondly, the family membe~s have to learn .
Getting along with other

peoplelwith other to relate to the child with extra patience and
children 3 4 7

When child can't have what
understanding. For many, this involved being

he/she wantslWhen able "first to accept the tragedy ..." and "learn
child's needs can't be
understood by us 5 2 7

to accept him as he is" so that they can give
When siblings annoychild 0 3 3 "more of myself-love, understanding,
Loud noises!sirens 2 0 2 patience, kindness, gentleness, etc."
Eating/Sleeping problems 2 2 4

Others (unusual surround- Some differences between the responses of
ings, etc.) 4 3 7

No response 0 1 1
mothers and fathers of autistics are nevertheless

Total 26 24 50 observed. Mothers spoke of their coping efforts
more in terms of giving up certain things and •

stresses they feel about his or her condition, how making sacrifices: "give up my career"; "give

do families cope with their autistic child? up a lot of material things." One can almost hear

Mothers and fathers are agreed upon two general the sigh in one mother's reply as she wrote, "I

coping strategies (Table 6). First, family life is had to give up many, many things." Fathers, on

adjusted such that the autistic child becomes the the other hand, spoke more in terms of exerting

primary consideration in terms of time, effort, greater effort in their work; they realize that they

attention, and even expenses: from fathers- "will have to work harder to attend to all her
needs."

Table6. How FamiliesCope
Some unusual responses wc'realso noted; one •with the Special Child mother felt her family can cope only by "treat-

Response Category Mothers Fathers Total ing him like any other member of the family"

Learn to be extra patient contrary to the majority of the parents. Another
and understanding of mother honestly stated that she had to "be truth-
child/ accept and love as
he/she is. 7 8 15 ful to myself about how 1 feel about him" per-

Adjust priorities so that haps as an initial step toward accepting her
child is primary con-
sideration in terms of autistic son.
time/money/ ellorV
attention. 8 8 16 Perceptions of OtherFamilyMembers

Make a lot of sacrifices!
give up a lot of things! Majority of the young couples in this sample
(career, material things, have small children; and their autistic son's or
etc.) 5 6

Work harder to attend to daughter's siblings mostly range in age from 5 '.child's needs. 0 4 4 to 8-years-old. From the parents' viewpoint,
Cooperation and com-

munication in the family. 2 0 '2 how do these siblings feel and react toward the •
Others (read books on autistic child?

auflsm, etc.) 3 2 5
No response 1 1 2 Based on the information that they them-
Total 26 24 50 selves have imparted to the children, seven

parents claim that their normal children know

"givehim first priority in most things"; "see to that the autistic sibling is "sick somewhere in-

it that he gets the best of everything we can side of him (Table 7)." At the same time, 10

afford"; and from mothers-"set aside some parents assured their normal children that

time everyday to have some activities with him "we're taking him to doctors and teachers so •
••
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Table 7. Siblings'Perceptions of
theAutisticChild

he'll get well" or "he will sooncatch up" and
"he will be normal soon." Most siblings are
only aware though, that their brother or sister
cannot talk yet. This is also how they explain
theirautisticsibling's condition to others.

Apart from the knowledge of their autistic
sibling's condition (at least of his or her speech
handicap), the normal children are madeaware,
at theiryoungage, of theirresponsibility to help
theafflicted child.Theyareoftentoldthat" he's
special so he should be taken care of'; and
encouraged' 'to giveextrapatience tohiskuya";
"to talk and play with her very often"; "to
understand herandbekindto her' '; "to beready
to defendhim from whoever would criticize."

Four mothers believe that their normal
children do not know anything yet about their
sibling's condition or "is still too young to un
derstand why." One mother, however, tells her
other children, "nothing is really wrong with
him,that's reallyhisattitude" whenreferring to
her autisticchild.

Theattitudeof other family members toward
the autisticchild are also important to consider.
According toparents,themostccmmonreaction
of relatives andclosefriends is to articulate their
concern for greater professional help and more
family attention for the autisticchild (Table8).

Table 8. WhatRelativesand CloseFriends
Thinkof the AutisticChild

Theyadvisetheparentsto •'exploreall meansso
he'll get the best treatment we could afford";
"bring himto theU.S." andeven "to go to faith
healers." Onemotherwastold"to stopworking
and concentrate more on my daughter" while
fathers were admonished to "give hima lot of
love and affection" and "be more patient with
mychild."

2

4

9 15

3 4

3 9

3 4

o 2
1 4
3 6

24 50

Fathers TotalResponse Category Mothers

Child is just delayed but is
like any other child.

Child needs more aue..uon
and help from profes-
sionals and family. 6

They are hopeful thaI child
will gel well/will be nor-
mal soon. 6

Child was spoiled/over
protected/neglected
when he/she was a baby.

Child is unfortunate,
"sayang ," pitiful,
abnormal. 3

Child brings good luck!
fortune 10family.

Thall should not worry 100
much/relax. 2

Olhers 3
No response 3
Tolal 26

While a greater number of mothers than
fathers see relatives as hopeful and optimistic
about the child's chances of recovery, more
fathers perceive implicitly negative auitndes
from relatives such as the child being a "spoil
[sic] brat" or "neglected when hewasa baby."

Pity is also expressed (the child is "sayang,
cause he is really handsome") and
misunderstanding (they think "he is just
delayed, theydon't understand what autismis' ') .

Outside of the Family

The parents favored talks with parents of
otherautistic children bya widemargin of23 to
2 (Table9). Approving parentsconsidered these
talks helpful, first, for the simple catharsis of
being able to share experiences; and secondly,
for the learning and advices theycan exchange:

5 10

7 13

6 11

3 7

o 4
1 4

27 56

Fathers TotalResponse Category Mothers

They know the truth that
their sibling is sick. 4

They know that their sibling
cannot talk yet. 5

They understand and ac
cept their sibling's condi
tion and are reassured
that he/she will soon get
well. 5

They know they have 10
take careibe more
palientltalk! play wilh
and leach their sibling. 6

They don't know anything
yetlThey are too young
10understand. 4

Olhers 3
No response 29
Total

•

•
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•

•
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Three parents were reluctant to talk about
Table 9. Do Parents FeelFree to Discuss their child because "it is very difficult (for

AutisticChildwithOthers?
others) to understand autism. ' , •ResponseCategory Mothers Fathers Total

With parents of other autis- When in public, how do parents perceive the
tic children: reactions of others toward themselves and the

yes... to share experien-
child? Parents are equally divided among fourceszachieve-

manIS/anxieties 7 5 12 responses (fable 10). For nine of them, other
yes... to gain moralsupport

knowingwe are not alone 2 3 people are always ready to offer sympathy, and
yes... to get advicesl1earn even "tend to be apologetic" or "feel sorryfor

from one another 5 4 9
yes... to know what to ex- you." Eight parents reveal that other people

pect from my own child 2 don't even notice the child is autistic' 'unless he
no... we will just pity each

shows his autistic-like tendencies which is sel- •other 1 1 2
Total 16 12 28 dom in public"; "(only) when she would act her
With friendsand neighbors: natural self"; "only when he screams withyes... because I am not

ashamedof my child 3 4 delight or irritation." In fact, seven parents •yes... they might be able to claim that strangers often remark on the child'shelp 2 6 8
yes...so that they will under-

stand my child better 4 5
no... they don't understand Table 10. HowPeople React to

what autismis 1 2 3 theAutisticChildin Public
Others 2 0 2

Response Category Mothers Fathers Total
No response 0 2 2
Total 12 12 24 They are sympathetic/they

pity usttheyoffer help. 4 5 9
They don't notice child is

autistic untilhe/she acts

"We can help each other" and "compare out autisticbehaviorst
symptoms. 3 5 8 •strategies/approaches...." Emotional support They noticechild's aurae-

may also begained in the process. As one father tiveness. 3 4 7
They don't understand

wrote, "It helps parents to see that they are not whatchild is doing/they

alone. " arecurioustpuzzled and

The lone dissenting couple gave this reason:
ask why child is behav-
ing like that. 7 1 8

mother-"the feeling of pity to the child is They stare and get irritated. 3 1 4
Others 3 3 6 lthere"-to which the father concurred, "discus- No response 3 5 8

sion will end up giving pity to our own Total 26 24 50

children. "

Talks with friends and neighbors do good, attractiveness-"say he is cute and stout";

according to six fathers, because "I like to get " ... is beautiful and very active"; "say that.

some good ideas from them" and they might she's a pretty girl"; "notice his handsomeness." •
.' 'give referrals for handling the education of Seven mothers but only one father stated that •autistic children." Four mothers feel that people do not understand what the child is doing,
through these discussions, "knowledge leads to they are "puzzled because of his actuations ..."
understanding" of the autistic child, other and "curious about his attitude, like shouting

people are made to "understand him better," and sometimes he's laughing...." The only

1and "treat my son normally." Three other father who felt the public's bewilderment stated

mothers defiantly state that they feel free to talk that they "tend to understand that the child has 1

about their child because there is really "nothing a mental disorder like persons confined at the ,
to 00ashamed of." Philippine Mental Hospital." Some public reac-

~•
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Table 12. Parents' Thoughts
about the Future

ResponseCategory Mothers Fathem Total

The future is bright... I am
definitelyoptimisticand
positive. 5 8 13

The future is uncertain... but
I am hoping for the best. 9 5 14

The future is bleak... I am
afraid and worried. 7 4 11

I don'llhink of the future... 4 1 5
Others 1 3 4
No responses 0 3 3 :
Total 26 24 50

5

8

10

13
4
3

75

32
I

2

4

3

6
3
2

36

16

4

3

7

16

7
1
1

39

Table 13. Hopesand Wishes for
theAutisticChild

ResponseCategory Mothers Fathers Total

For my child to become
normaVget well/corn
pletely heal.

For my child to become in
dependenVcapable/self·
sufficient.

For my child to know that
he/she is loved and
accepted.

For my child to enjoy Iifelbe
happy as he/she is.

For my child to go to
schoollhave a career/find
ajob.

Others
No response
Tolal

knowledge the uncertainty of the future
("blurred as of this time ... ") and waver
between hopefulness ("I pray and hope a lot")
and insecurity ("I can't help [but] feel
insecure").

Eleven parents (seven of whom are mothers)

foresee the future as bleak, are "scared" and
"think of the obstacles I have to encounter."
Five parents do not even dare to look to tornor
row; "I go blank," "we just take a day at a
time" said the two mothers. The only father who
responded this way wrote "I don't want to think
about it"

When asked about their hopes for their spe
cial child (Table 13), parents immediately
wished for their child's complete recovery, (or

Table 11. Mistakes Parents Makein
Raising an AutisticChild

ResponseCategory Mothers Fathers Total

Hiding them at homelhiding
the truth. 2 3

Giving up on the child/not
doing anything about
their condition. 2 3 5

Leaving treatment solely to
the specialists/notgelling
actively involved in the
child's treatment. 2 2 4

Pampering/spoiling thechild. 3 0 3
Losing patience with the

child. 3 0 3
Others 2 3 5
No response 0 3 3
Total 14 12 26

parents firmly. Three parents also declared it is
a mistake to "hide the truth from other people"
or "confining her inside the house."

Thinking about the Future

Finally, turning now to parents' thoughts
about the future, some interesting differences
between mothers and fathers of autistic children
emerge (Table 12). More fathers than mothers
feel definitely optimistic and positive that the
future is "bright" and even "challenging." On
the other hand, more mothers than fathers ac-

tions are even negative, like people who "think
that he is totally an abnormal"; "get irritated
when he screams and roams around"; but only
four parents reported these.

Mistakes ParentsCan Make

When queried about the mistakes that other
parents make in raising an autistic child (Table
11), this group responded that resignation was
the most harmful such as "giving up on the child
so easily," "leaving matters as is without seek
ing help" and thinking that "nothing can be
done about his condition." Not getting involved
in the child's treatment is also frowned upon by
the autistics' parents. "It should be the school
and the home relationship combination," and
"There should be a close coordination between
the specialists and parents," asserted two
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him or her to "break out of that shell." One
father emphatically wished, almost demanded,
"for him to be normal NOW." And one mother,
as if in desperation, wrote "never mind if he's
bobo or clumsy or if he's not very smart, just
normal." Another mother wanted her autistic
son "to become like us soonest."

Half of the parents in the autistic sample also
manifested some concrete aspirations for their
children, "learning proper grooming," "being
able to talk," all the way to being able to "con
tinue his studies the best he can"; "pursue a
career"; "do good in the field of his choice";
possibly be "a professional in the future" and
even "to be successful like an ordinary human

.being."

Mothers asked for their child to become in
dependent, self-supporting, and to feel that "he
is a capable person even in a small way." They
also expressed the wish that their children will
•'know and feel that he is loved and treasured as
any other child in the family" or become aware
that "he matters, not only to his family, but to
the rest of humanity." Eight parents were hope
ful that the child "will always be happy with
whatever he is doing" or simply "to be happy
as he is."

Discussion

Judging from the SCF responses of the 25
mothers and fathers who participated in this
study, the diagnosis of early infantile autism (a
disease they only understood at that time as one
that is hopelessly incurable) was fraught with
tremendous emotional distress. Depression and
sadness, disbelief and anger, guilt and pity for
the self and the child, are reported in retrospect,
as the parents tried to characterize what Ferber
(1963) has hypothesized as a "tragic crisis,"
precipitated at the time of diagnosis especially
in high SES parents, that resembles bereavement
as ideals and expectations for children are
demolished. This period of mourning was
marked in most mothers in this study by overt
depressive signs, crying spells, sleeplessness,
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and lack of appetite; while the fathers reported a
generalized state of worry, discomfort, unease,
and distractedness.

The length of mourning is variable, each
family grieves at its own pace. There is evidence
that for some parents in this group, it may not be
over yet. Two to 3 years after the diagnosis, a
third of the parents still report being beset with
worry and anxiety, and experiencing many
levels of sorrow, or "mixed feelings" as one
father put it. This is captured in the responses of
two parents who wrote, "(I) feel lonely and
worried because of his condition but also happy
that he is improving"; "(I) feel depressed and
lonely but I realize God is giving me strength."

In their lives as parents of autistic children,
the most stressful and most difficult to accept are
the disabilities and symptoms associated with
autism itself. This is parallel to the findings of
Bristol (1979) and Gallagher et al, (1983) where
level and type of parental stress were seen as
related to child-characteristics such as "difficult
personality" or "degree of physical incapacita
tion." In the local context, similar results were
obtained in a Philippine Mental Health Associa
tion survey (1976) among parents of mentally
retarded, physically disabled, and anti-social
children.

When these behaviors are lived with and ex
perienced in their entirety and intensity, the
result is the next most profound worry of
parents-"Will my child ever be normal?"
Twenty-two of the 25 parents voiced this fear in
the SCF, and when later asked to make a wish
for their child, unanimously wished for him or
her to be normal, to "become like us," an "or
dinary human being." Perhaps the most salient
information received by parents at the diagnosis
(and sometimes the only one that really
registered in their minds) is that autism has no
cure. They have been told over and over again,
that "we can only hope to maximize his poten
tials," "try to make him as near normal as
possible" but that "no case ever improved."
Thus, as they do their best in managing and
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coping with the everyday stresses generated by
the child's difficult characteristics, the underly
ing but close to the swface anxiety is embodied
in the thought that the child will never get well.

Almost as if this frightful idea is 100 difficult
to accept, denial in its many subtle forms are
present in this sample of parents. One form it
takes is the dominant perception that speech is
the only major handicap of the child, and that if
he or she can speak, somehow everything will be
normal. To a large extent, the idealism and 100

high aspirations of a few parents involve ele
ments of denial, too.

Consider for instance. the goal of Anton's
father (who has an MBA and is a vice president
in one of the country's biggest multinational
banking corporations) for his autistic son to be
come better than him. Or Allan's father, who
contested his son's diagnosis in the SCF "(it) is
not really autism"; in the interview, he claimed
that he does not consider his son handicapped
because "there is no visible physical defect."

The rest of the parents, however, are seen to
vacillate between unrealistic despair and equally
unrealistic optimism, sometimes contemptuous
of certain books ("I didn't like Son-Rise, it gave
parents false hopes.' '), yet often bolstered by
success stories heard from other parents.

One final observation about the parents'
stress data-although eight parents (mostly
fathers) in the SCF expressed some worry about
the family's ability to meet the child's special
needs, conspicuously minimal in their list of
stresses are anxieties about expenses or financial
difficulties.

There are several explanations that may be
offered for this. The most obvious one is that
these parents are financially secure; apart from
their independent incomes, extended family sup
port is also available. Secondly, given the
general tendency to speak of child-related
problems rather than their own, parents may
have been reluctant to discuss in detail the finan
cial aspect of raising the autistic child. Thirdly,
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it has already been hypothesized that these :
parents react to the child's autism as if to a :
"tragic crisis," typical of other high SES '
parents. Low SES parents, on the other hand,
were hypothesized by Farber (1963) to react to
a child's handicap or retardation as if to a
"reality crisis" where the dominant anxieties
are related to expenditures, child-care arrange
ments, treatment, or health. The stress data,
taken as a whole, lead us to surmise llhat the
sample fall along the patterns ofa "tragic crisis"
more common to the middle and upper classes.
One may bemore confident in this hypothesis if
the experiences of a corresponding set of low
SES parents were also investigated. This, how
ever, was not made possible in the present re
search. It is very clear though that for these 13,

families, despite the strain and pressures, very
rarely do they not fully accept the responsibility
of caring for the autistic child. In order to cope,
however, two strategies were identified by the
parents in the SCF and validated in the inter.
views.

The first one involves the adjustment of fami
ly priorities such that family time, effort, auen
tion, and resources are made to revolve around
the autistic child and his or her condition. In
matters ranging from the parents' social life,
family recreation, career orientation, day-to-day
time budgeting, and financial goals, the autistic
child's condition is given consideration in all
major decision-making. Mothers give up their
jobs, fathers get more involved in child-rearing
(and work harder, too), special yayas ate
engaged, and family activities are organized
around the autistic's regular visits to a clinic. In
a sense, in order to cope, these families have
become truly child-centered. with the autistic
child as the center around which the wheel of
family life revolves.

Several issues may bebrought to bear upon
this first finding. One is the relative ease in
which most of the families (at least, as inferred
from most of the members who participated in
the study) moved into this kind ofchild-centered
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family configuration. One plausible explanation
is that Filipinos are acknowledged to be child
loving, in nature, and that children do occupy a
central place in families, and even believed to
keep marriages intact (Sevilla, 1982).

Another question that arises is whether this
kind of coping is more maladaptive in the long
run. Some indications of the psychological costs

. of this kind of imbalance in the family system
already appear and are recognized by the parents
themselves. Spouses have lesser time for each
other, siblings crave for attention, mothers are
told by relatives to relax and think more of
themselves. Undoubtedly, other factors will
come into play to determine whether coping by
chanelling all family energies and resources to
the autistic child is more harmful in the end.

A third question, closely related to the
second, is whether this kind of coping simply
represents a stage in the family's socialization to
the role of "family of handicapped child." The
autistic children represented in this study range
from 4 to 9-years-old. They are in a stage where
even normal children are still dependent, al
though naturally, this dependency is exag
gerated in the autistics' case. It is possible that
as the autistic child grows older (and conse
quently change in his or her needs), families will
also move to other forms of coping. A develop
mental, longitudinal approach, in which families
of adolescent and even adult autistics are in
cluded in the research design, will certainly shed
light on this question.

A second major coping strategy identified by
these families concerns the direct interpersonal
relationship of parent to child, and sibling to
child. Parents spoke of family members having
to "learn to relate to the autistic child with more
patience, understanding, love, gentleness, and
tolerance. Parents self-defined these efforts,
when taken together, as learning to "accept the
child for what he or she is." "Acceptance" is in
itself a concept that is most frequently used in
family research with the handicapped, but also
the most poorly-defined and ambiguous (Wol-
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fensberger, 1967). It is recognized that a multi
plicity of factors can affect the degree of family
acceptance of thehandicap, including sex, age,
and ordinal position of the index case, family
'structure variables, parental intelligence, per
sonality and attitudes, societal attitudes, and
even cultural factors. Undoubtedly, all of these
were operating in the present study and have
largely been left uncontrolled.

Conclusions

An intense family drama begins to unravel at
the moment when parents are told that they
have a child who is autistic-a child devoid of

. human contact, unable to relate, to speak, to
learn, or to ever live like a normal person. For
the parents of the 13 autistic children in this
study, the early scenes of the drama were suf
fused with pain, sorrow, shock, and disbelief.
Clearly, the diagnosis of autism was a stressor
that provoked crisis (Hill, 1965; Parad &
Caplan, 1965) in these families-it created a
situation for which the family had little or no
preparation. Furthermore, it was a "tragic
crisis," as the sense ofloss for the normal child,
they may never have descended upon the family.
But while grief and mourning took place,
bereavement did not paralyze these families into
inaction. Parents immediately engaged in active
information-seeking regarding the disease as a
preparatory cognitive effort to understand the
tragedy. As the harsh realities of autism came to
light in the books they read and the doctors'

. explanations they heard, and then became alive
ill their child's disturbing behaviors and dis
abilities, family resources were mobilized to
confront the problematic situation. Family mem
bers undertook the necessary instrumental and
emotional tasks, first, to respond to the child's
needs for treatment and special education;
second, to rear the child at home. The instrumen
tal aspects included, among others, seeking ap
propriate professional assistance for the child
(therapy, medication, schooling) and maintain
ing these, implementing parental intervention
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programs as part of the child's treatment plan,
and learning techniquesfor moreeffectivedaily
managementof thechild.The emotionalaspects
involved primarily, an acceptance of the child
and the irreversiblehandicap, and dealing with
the myriad feelings this process generated
denial, confusion, anger, tolerance,gentleness,
patience, and love. The enactment of these in
strumental and emotional skills were self
defined by these parents as coping. Today, 4 to
5 years after the initial shock of the diagnosis,
both instrumental and emotionalcoping are ef
fectively in place (to combat current stresses
associated with the child's disabilities) as a
result of changes in family configuration, role
patterns,and possibly, familyvalues, to accom
modate the centrality of the autistic child's
presence in family life. The availability of
resources, insideand outside the family, suchas
good financial capacity, extended family sup
port, and professional assistance satisfactorily
facilitatedthese families' copingefforts.

Toconcludetherefore,thesefamiliesareseen
to haveacceptedthe tragedyof autismas woven
into the fabricof their lives and their future.But
the sadness and anxiety they still report at
present, and the bleak outlook they have of the
future, strongly suggest that this strategy still
involves them directly, and exerts a powerful
influenceon their lives.

Recommendations
The present research is limited in the size of

its sample and the manner in which the respon
dents were selected. Since the index children

. they represented belong to a clinic sample, the
data and inferences from these families cannot
be generalized to the population of families of
autistic individuals. Families who have an un
diagnosedautistic child, or a confirmedautistic
who is not in therapy are not represented in the
present sample. The dynamics of stress and
coping in families not utilizing therapeutic or
educational services may necessarily be dis
similar to what was describedin this study.
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Various aspects of the testing methodology
needrefinement, For instance,soda! desirability
may be lessened and independence of spouse
ratings may be assured if the SCF is ad
ministered in a standardizedmanner.

This exploratory study had barely begun to
tap the complex family dynamics involved in
facinga sharedfamilytraumasuch as thecondi
tionof an autisticchild. The entire researchdata
consisted of projective and interview data and
clinical observations. The next data, hopefully,
should include the translation of these clinical
impressions and hypotheses intoa form that can
be examinedmoresystematically.

Inparticular,thestudyidentifiedat leastthree
potentially useful variables which may be pur
sued in subsequentstudiesof familiesof autistic
children. The first of these is socioeconomic
status. an importantfamily variablethat may be
a pervasivedeterminantof the quality of stress
and coping experiences of families in crisis, A
studythatcan look into thedynamicsof families
across socioeconomic levels may provide
definite leads to differentiateadequate from in
adequatecopingand bring to light the unarticu
lated needs of poor families who are unable to
benefit from therapeutic and educational ser
vices for their handicapped child.

Secondly, a developmental research on
families of autisticsof variedage-relatedgroups
can create a significant view of the different
developmental stages of a family's continuing
adjustmentto thehandicap. Studiesin whichthe
autistic children can be followed up through
criticaltransition stageswill helpdefineperiods
in the developmental sequence where families
need specifickinds of support.

Third, the hypothesized instrumental and
emotional aspects ofcoping with family trauma
should be tested by designirg a more refined,
objective instrument, a chec Jist type of ques
tionnairethat can incorporate items referring to
these two aspects. The it, m pool may be
generated through the proj ctive data ()f the
present study, as well as from a more detailed
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